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Practical PCB Layout Tips

• Engineers tend to pay most attention to circuits, 

the latest components, and code as important 

parts of an electronics project, but sometimes a 

critical component of electronics, the PCB layout, 

is neglected. 

• Poor PCB layout can cause function and reliability 

problems. This article contains practical PCB 

layout tips that can help your PCB projects work 

correctly and reliably.

https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/technical-articles/practical-pcb-layout-tips/


• Sizing Traces
• Real-world copper traces have resistance. This means that 

a trace has a voltage drop, power dissipation, and a 

temperature rise when current flows through it. Resistance is 

defined by this formula:

• PCB designers can't really change the physical properties of 

copper, so focus on the trace size, which you can control.

• PCB trace thickness is measured in ounces of copper. 

One ounce of copper is the thickness we would measure if 

we evenly spread 1 oz of copper over a 1 square foot area. 

This thickness is 1.4 thousandths of an inch. Many PCB 

designers use 1 oz or 2 oz copper, but many PCB 

manufacturers can provide 6 oz thickness. Note that fine 

features like pins that are close together are hard to make in 

thick copper. Consult your PCB manufacturer about what 

their capabilities are.



• Use a PCB trace width calculator to 

determine how thick and wide your traces 

should be for your application. Aim for a 

5°C temperature rise. If you have extra 

space on the board, use bigger traces, as 

they don’t cost anything.

• When doing a multi-layer board, 

remember that traces on external layers 

have better cooling than traces on internal 

layers because the heat from inner layers 

has to travel through layers of copper and 

PCB material before being conducted, 

radiated, or connected away

http://www.4pcb.com/trace-width-calculator.html


Make Loops Small

• Loops, especially high frequency loops, should be made 

as small as possible. Small loops have lower inductance 

and resistance. Placing loops over a ground plane 

further reduces inductance. Having small loops reduces 

high frequency voltage spikes caused by : 

• Small loops also help reduce the amount of signals that 

are inductively coupled into the node from external 

sources, or are broadcast from the node. This is what 

you want, unless you’re designing an antenna. Also keep 

loops small for op-amp circuits to prevent noise from 

being coupled into the circuit.
















